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Introduction

The purpose of this module is to provide the curriculum -

specialidt with knowledge of the basic skills and techniques
necessary.to plan and manage vocational education programs.
The Vocational Education'Amendments of 1976 stressed the imp6r-
tance of broad-based planning.

More effective plang is needed to address a number of

.41 critical factors:. limited resources, requests to improve, or
develop programs, pressures to decentralize decision-making at
the policy-making and administrative levels, and increased ,

demands for accountability'regardinglprograms and services.

Planning is discussed in depth in this module. The plan-
ning process is also, featured in the modules in this series that
deal with-curriculum design, development, and implementation.

2.1

1%

Overview

Goal 1 discusses various management activities in which the
curriculum specialist might become involved. Described here are

techniques for selecting instructors; prov,iding facilities,
equipment, and supplies; scheduling; and preparing a budget.

Goal 2 covexs-a variety of planning and management tech-
niques. Many of these techniques originated in'business, indus-
try, or the military, and have been successfully utilized in

education as well. The specific techniques discussed in the
module and the required text include Management by ObjeCtiVes
(MBO), the tyogramlvaluation and Review Technique (PERT), the '4,

Illanning,,Pcogramming, Budgeting System (PPBS), the Delphi
technique, the advocate team process, and Zero-Bead Budgeting
(zBB).

Goal 3 of this module reviews-the concept of accountability
in edUcation, looks at the essential components of an account-,,
ability system in vocational education, and describes the, role(
of the curriculum specialist in the system. .Accountability

a systematic wayof evaluating vocational educa0,on programs,
services, and activities to determine their efficiency and
effecti'Veness in meeting the needs of students and the labor

market.

9
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Instructions to tfice Learner

The Self-Check i.tems and possible responses to them are

found in the appendices. These questions have two ilurposes.

First, before you begOLwork on the module, you may use Ihem'to a

check quickly whether A;.0 have already learned the information

in previous classes or 4adings. In some instances, with the

consent of your instructor; you might decide to skip a whole

module or parts of one. -The second purpose of the Self-Checks

is to help you review the 6pntent of modulei you 'have studied
in order to assess whether ou have achieved the module's goals

and object"i"ves.

You, can also use the listof goals and objectives that

follows to determine' whether the dule content it new to you

and requires in-depth study, ia.he her this module can serve

as a brief review before you continue to the next module. -4

./
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Goals and Objectives

Goal 1: Describe management responsibilities with which the
vocational education curriculum specialist might become
involved.

Objective 1.1:
instructors.

Identify the steps involved in selecting

Objective 1.21-*Identify the steps involved ircproviding
facilities, e.j7ipmpnt, and supplies.

Objective 1.3: Identify the steps involved,in,scheduling.

\ Objective 1.4: Identify the steps involved in preparing a
\budget.

Goal 2:%1 Summarize the characteristics, advantages; and disad-
vantages,of major planning and management 'techniques for use in
vocational education.

t

4
. . k

Goal 3: Explain t relationship between. planning and account

ability'in vocation= education. -, ' ,

, n 1

1 bbjectivq0.1: fine the concept of accountability in
education.

Objective 2.1: Identify the characteristics and uses of
Management by Objectives (MN).

Obj4ctive 2.2: Identify the characteristics and uses of
the Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT).

Objectiye 2.3 Identify the characteristics and usesof
the Planning; Programming, Budgeting System (PPBS).

Objective 2.4: Identify the characteristics and uses of
\the Delphi technique:-,

Objective 2.5: Identify the characteristics-and uses of
the advocate team procesk.

Ob.ective 2.6:' Identify the chara&teristics and uses -of'
Zero-Based Budgeting (ZBB).

Objective 3.2: Describe the tole of the vocational educa-
tion curriculum specialist in the accountability system.

,
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Objective 3.3: List essential components of,avt account-

ability system in vocational education.

Objective 3.4: Discuss the importance of compreheusiVe

planning in vocational education',

1

Resources
mr, /
... In order to complete the learning activities in this

module, you will need%information contained in the following

publication. r N.

. ..,4 Lfimar, C: F. (Ed.). Comprehensive planning for voca-

tional educatida4,_ A guile for administrators (Eighth

Warbookpf the American Vocational Association)&.

Washington, D.C.: American Vocational Association,

1978..
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GOAL -40escri§e management responsibilities with which the
vocational education curriculum specialist might
become involved.

Management/Responsibilities of the
Vdpational Education Curriculum Specialist

Frequently, the curriculum' specialist will be a member of
a county or district management team. In this capacity, the
curriculum Specialist may be asked to contribute to policy
decisions and to assist in such day-to-day, management tasks as:

/- employing highly qualified and efficient personnel;

obtaining nee, facilities, equipment, and supplies;

scheduling;_ and _

el preparing a budget.

Each of these management responsibilities is described in
detail in the sections that follow.

Employing Highly Qualified and Efficient personnel

,The curriculum specialidt will want to select personnel Y.
who are experienced. As a general. rule, the characteristics of
the ideal person for the job can be described by listing the
following information:

Relititant work experience

Number of years of work experience

Minimum education attained (degree-or certification)'

Major area of study preferred

Teaching experience -number of years, grade level, and

13
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Special licenses and certification required

o Personality characteristics4g. attributes

Total staff time required--ful-time or part-time

One the job has been described, the curriculum specialist
will need to identify sources of potential staff members and to
recruit, select, and hire a stafff The guidelines listed below

outline the recruitment and hiring process.

'Advertise. The curriculum specialist should develop an
advertisement that Contains background information about the
school, position qualiftcations, conditions of employment,w,
specific information abdut the position, and the person to
contact about the position.

These advertisements for new staff should be sent to such
likely locations as colleges or universities offering majors in
subjects related to the job vacancy. When-deciding where to a .

send advertisements, the curriculum' specialist will want to
consult with specialized advisory committees'and members of
organizations representing occupations for which staff are to

be Located.

Analyze responses. After compiling a list of all inter-
ested applicants: the curriculum specialist should ask those

4, who meet the qualifications to submit a,completeWplication,
credentials, and_other information zequired by'the institution.
Applicants should be kept up to ditte on the status of their
applications. Receipt of applications should be acknowledged

and applicants.shoulikbe nolified when positions have been

filled.

lOr

Interview most qualified candidates. The curriculum spe-
cialist should invite the most qualified candidates to visit the

institution. Candidates should be informed in advance' whether
travel, motel, and meal expense's will be paid so that th4i-e is

no misunderstanding.

After the candidates tour the facilities and learn what
will be expected of them, they should be encouraged to ask
questions. The following points might be covered at this time:

o" Background and philoSophy of the schoql

Background and philosophy of the school's vocational
education program

1110
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Future plats for school and vocational programs

Administrative structure of. the school

Background for the development of the new course or
program r

Content of the new course or program

What will be expected of the person hired for the
tposiion

.

The candidates should be interviewed after the orientation.
The division., department, or program chairperson and several
staff Iliember should meet with_pne canddate'at a time. The
appropriate administrator should also have the op ortunity to
interview the candidates. The following information might be
sought from the candidate during the interview:.

. ',,

Philosophy toward vocational programs

Attitude toward occupational are# and instructional
programs to_train studehts for the area

Skint possessed by the candidate

An assessment of the candidate's strengths and weak-
nesses,

Hire best qualifed candidate. After the interviews are
conducted, the curriculum specialist should meet with the staff
to review the strengths and weaknesses of each candidate and to
decide which- candidate is to be recommended, for hiring. To

S
assist with this procedure, the curriculum specialist will want
to develop an interview sheet on which each member records the
candidate's strengths and weaknesses and ranks them in orderof
preference.

r

Following established_institutiona policy, the curriculum.
speciSlist will then prepare a recommend tion to employ the
candidate who has been,pelected. When Fria]. (Board) approval

is given and the contract signed by the recommended candidate,
the curriculum specialist should send etters to all the other
people who applied for the position, thanking them for their
interest in applying and.informing them that the position is
filled (Davis & Borgen, 1974). .

17
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Obtaining Needed Facilitiei, Equipment, and Supplies

The time to'specify needed facilities, equipment, and441
plies is after course goaTY, ins-tructiann/-objectives, nnits,

methods, and evaftation procedures have been planned.
0

o,

The fire)factor-to consider is the number and type of work

stations that are needed for the course. -it work station is the

bench, machine, desk, study cdrrel, or place where one student

may Work or headquarter for a period'of time. It is worthwhile

Co search the literature for recommended facilities, equipment,
and supply and space requirements for the proposed course. In

addition, the cui.ricelum specialist will-want to talk with edu-

cators who have offeied similar programs antwith represents-

ti.ves from business and industry. These eduCators and repre-

sentatives should be able to discuss the adequacy of their own
facilities, equipment, and supplies and to offer some helpful
suggestions regarding minimum and ideal course requirements.
The curriculum specialist should be sure to provide these edu-
cators and representatives with the following data:

'o The expected number.of students to be served--tot al

number, and nupber per class session

The course,and program to be offered

The instructional methodology that will be used--

classrooms; laboratories, audiovisual-tutorial
carrels, oncthe-job wtil-k experiences

The hardware (equipment) that you plan to use (Davis &

Borgen, 1974)

Planning'facilities. When planning facilities, the curri-
culum specialist should work with experienced program directors, /

to determine the space required for the equipment, the space

required for the classroom instructional area, the toter square
footage required,for the classrooms and laboratoiies, and the

type*of facilities and structure(s) needed forthe classro s

and for housing the hardware. In "king this determinatiop,
;the curriculum specialist should consider the following:

Is window space needed?

Is ventilation needed--exhaust fans or hoods?

Is air Conditioning or refriger#tion needed?

Should lighting be natural or artificial?

18
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What type of artificial- lighting is needed?

What ceiling height is'needed?

What size doors are ,eeded?

, What electriCity iuneeded--110, 220, 440, 880, and
single-phase or thie-phaAe voltage?

Is diming water needed?

Are special wash facilities needed for students (Davis.
& Bo en, 1974)? -

As a general rule, tile curriculum specialist should follow
these guidelines when preparing new facilities:

. Prepare for delay's in construction.

Consult with teachers and with r'presentatives from
businesp and industrylwhen determining construction
specifications.

Don't rely on other'vocational facilities--your needs
may be different,- and real-life requirements may have
changed.

Avoid the "dual use" idea. These economy efforts often
.result in neglected vocafional program objectives.

Choosean architect with prior experience in voca-
tional facility planning.

Don't overlook strong public relations aspects when
planning facilities.

Build facilities after you have developed educatjonal
specificati ns that have been researched and substan-
tiated bye fa ts.

Mobile units can be en alternative to traditional facili-
ties. Three types of...mobile units are most commonly used. One
is the commercially available "house" type unit outfitted by
firms in the business of providing mobile. classrooms. Another
is an old pagsenger or school bus with the equipment for the
program built in by either the school or a commercial firm. The
third is a trailer constructed on a purchased chassis.

The reasons for using mobile units vary widely. Some dis-
tricts hope to promote permanent programs by demonstrating what

19
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can be accomplished with a mobile unit. Other districts use

them when low. enrollments do not warrant a permanent facility.

Still others find it feasible to share the cost e'the labora-
tory and the instructor's salary among schools. For example,

each day a district in Colorado shuttles an electronics
facility between two schools 18 miles apart. Advantages of

mobile units include the following:

They are initially less expensive than adding a
building to 4 scho

The cost per student is lower when the pTogram can be

shared with one o more additional districts.

Expensive equipment is used to a greater degree since
the mobile unit moves to another school when instruc-
tion is completed.

Disadvantages of mobile units include:

The facility depreciates rather i-apidly.
. )

The tractor or power unit involves high maintenance
costs--gasolint, oil, tires, and repair.

Delicate instructional mechanismsand'equipment may be
damaged when transported over rough terrAin.

The safety zones and work space around the machines
are usually limited because.of the narrow widths of

the mobile units (Silvius & Bohn, 1975).

Locating equipment. The next step is to purchase, or--if
possible--locate already purchased equipment for-the vocational

program. The curriculum specialist should consider the number,
of hand tools, instruments, utensils, or other items of spe-

cialized equipment needed for the program. To determine the
minimum amount of special equipment needed by students at. any
one time, the teacher and curriculum specialist need to antici-

Pate the kinds of units, projects, experiments, or activities
that will be completed at the work stations.-

When curriculum planners have identified- the equipment
/

necessary for one student, the following factors need to be

considered:

Chi 4ber, of work stations at which such a project,
experiment, or activity is likely to be perfopd
concurrently;

20
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the degree to which tools instruments or other items
are used in performing an operation or task; and

A '

the amount of student cooperation expected in the use`
of any one piece of equipment (Silvius & Bohn, 1975).

Instructional supplies vs. instructional equipment. For.

budget and accounting purposes, it is important to distinguish
items as either instructional supplies or instructional
equipment.

One distinction often made is that instructional supplies
are those items that are used in some way to facilitate a unit
of work or are used in the construction of a project; they are
usually used once, or a few times, by the student. They are

the expendable items. Instructional equipment; on the oper
hand, includes the tooLs and machines at can be used again
and again over a period of time. They are not expendable.

Examplbs of equipment and supplies incluie:

Equipment Supplies

Wheelchair (for trans-
porting pati nts)

Cash register
Machine lath

4
Refrigerat

Medicine droppers
Paper
Tool bit
Flour

Purchase specifications. Before purobssinig equipment and
supplies, the curriculum specialist will Ave to write specifi-
cations, request bids, and evalu the submitted bids.

11

Purchase specifications are precise descriptions of equip-
ment and supplies intended for purchase. They describe the

quality and quantity required. Specifications should be broad
enough to ensure that several manufacturers or suppliers will
be able to bid on the equipment.

The deyelopment and design of the specifications-vary with

each institution and individual. Before drawing up specifica-
tions for bids, the curriculum specialist should con$ult with
the school's business manager to learn what state and,local
guidelines and legalTonstraints should be consideredi.

The following are general-guidelines for deAprepatdtion
of specifications to be used.in the purchase of knstrUitional.
equipment-and supplis:

21.
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Assemble a couibe outline specifying the learning
activities for the course.

Review the course, considering'the instructional
objectives and"the methddology to be used. Prepare a

. Ar list of ,needeckequipment and supplies. For assis-
tance,iconeult with state advisors, advisory commit-

.
tees, vendors, and others who halve taught\De class.

Estimate the total cost of equipment and instructional
supplies.

`o Rgnk instructional equipment and supplies according to
priority. Since it is not usually posgible to acquire
all the instructional equipment and supplies desired
for a given course, this ranking will help in select-
.ing the most critical items.

Identify the local institutional policies for purchas-
ing,zequesting bids, and receiving quotes.

Prepare purchase specifications for the equipment.
Refer to industry- or government-prepared standards,
or call in salespeople involved with the'products to
discuss specifications with them. Prepare a worksheet
for r*cordinethe specification data. The following
should be included on the worksheet:

(1) Size

(2) Shape
(3) Weight

(4) Color
(5) Quantity
(6) Quality
(7) Conditions of delivery--when and where
(8) ConditiO'ns of payment--when 1-7

Cataloging equipment and supplies. After instructional
equipment andsuppliest,have been purchltsed, they should be num-
bered and record4* on an inventory record showing number and
name of item, size or description, date ac4uired, quantity, ,
purchase price, years to, depreciate, and location. All equip-
ment should be given-a tag end numbed that it is identified
as belonging to the school, state government, or federal gov- ,

ernment.
1'

Th is inventory should be kept up to date so that program
staff members are always aware of equipment and supplies on
Wand. An inventory will also help locate and identify those

22
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itemsthat are missing or broken. Finally, the inventory, if
updated annually, will indicate which equipment needS. replace-
ment. A checkout system for lending,materials to students
should also be developed.

Scheduling 4

Well designed schedules encourage the efficient use of
facilities and of student and staff tile. When preparing a
program schedule, begin by identifying local institutional
policies and prAtices related to scheduling, work load of
teachers, work load of students, and forecasting number of

'sections. This information may be available from a master
teacher,or from institutional policy manuals. In addition, a
set')of forms for developing a room schedule and for setting up
instructor and department schedules for one year should be
prepared. The institution may already have.such rms and a

( proCedure for their completion.

Before developing a schedule; the curriculum s
should take time to consider how the following types of
instruction might be used either as described or in a modified
form -ti improve the effectiveness of a program.

Team teaching. Team teaching refers to several teachers
(usually two to five) working together as a "team" with a com-
mon group of students. The team of teachers has joint respon-
sibility for planning, developing, impIement4g, and evaluating
an educationdl program for these students. Each teacher might
Lave a special competency and area of interest; thus, the total
team would include a dumber of specialists, each capable of
leading the planning and perhaps teaching a major part of'rga
instruction in his or her area of expertise.

Individualized inst uctionThis term refers to a method
of instruction in which gtudents work alone, at their own pace,
on assignments designedito meet their interests; needs, and
abilities. 'ire subject latter studied may be'cooperatively
determined by both the instructor and the learner. During
'blasstime, the teacher is available to answer students' ques-
tions and to provide needed assistance.

Differentiated staffing. The "roles and responsibilities of
teachers are highly structured under differentiated staffing.
With this plan, some of the more experienced teachers function
as master teachers or1rogram leaders and assume a responsi-

'
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bility for program development work that is not expected of the

beginning teacher. The master teachers also assist beginning

teachers. Routine or nonteaching tasks are assigned to labora-

tory assistants, teacher aides, and maintenance and clerical

staff.

Modular scheduling. The modular schedu , or variable

c4.4iss schedule, is a descriptiVe term used indicate some

type of student cycling over a varied,period of time. Modular

scheduling might -refer to actual scheduling or to facilities,

students, or units of instruction. The following definitions

may help to clarify these terms:

Module of time refers to the amount of instructional
time allotted for a given module. For instance, if a

module is designed for 20 minutes of 'nstructional
time, a 6-hour day would encompass pproximately 18

modules.

Modular facilities are classrooms ig which the space
can be adjusted to fit varied needs. Inner classro6m

partitions are flexible SO thit they May be opened or

closed as needed.

Modular scheduling involves classes'that meets pvei.al

days a week. The length of a'class might be diifferent

each day or for each subject matter area. For

instance, if a student needed to spend 300 minutes, in
tome Economics 101 each week, that studelit might me
for five 20-minute modules three days a wee
two 20-minute modules three days a week and -one

minute lab per week. Modular scheduling allows for

block scheduling, which is essential for laboratory
sessions and many vocational classee.t

Modular unit of instruction refers to the breakdown of

a course into smaller packages or units of instruction

designed for individual students. As students com-

plete modules,, they take a test and', if they pass,

begin the next module.

Preparing a Budget

Before anew program can be implemented% the necessary
e2luipment and instructional materials purchased, or staff

hired, a budget must be prepared and approved. A budget con-

trols course expenditures and can be modified slightly, after

completion.

24
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Travel that will be provided for-students or required
of and reimbursed to staff

Supplies; including paper, pencils, resources
lc

Instructional equipment

Construction, renovation, and rental of physical

facilities

Inservice trainingof staff

When estimated revenue and ekpenditures hilve been calcu-
lated, the curriculum specialist should determine the total for
each and calculate the-estimated net gain or loss for the

program.

4
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Individual Study, Activities

1. Select a vocs onal topic or content area that is:not 0

being taught p sently in your school or institution. The-

topic, ,however, hould be one that 'migkt, conceivably be

the subject qfra ourse in your setting`. After you have,,
selected a topic, complete the following activities.

. .

, (a) List the qualifications an instructor should have in
each of the following categorieaTh. he or she were to

A.

teach spur course.

ReLevant work experience

Number of years of work experience

Minimum education attained

Major area of study

Teaching experience (number of years,grade level,

\ and subject)

Spe 'al licenses and certification

Personality characteristics or attributes

"(b). List the most important steps you would 'follow to
aavertise for, recfuit, and select an instructor.

2. (a) Should needed facilities be specified before or after
course objectives are written?

(b) What is the definition of "work station"?

(c) What factors determine the number of tools, instru-
ments, or utensils needed for a course or program?

(d) What is the difference-between "instructional aup-,.
plies!' and "instructional equipment "?

(e) What are some of the advantages and disadvantages of
mobile laboratories?

3. (a) List the state guidelines and restriction that apply

to purchasing supplies in your school dtWict. For

instance:

What is the maximum amount you caji spend on an
itez without requesting bids?

I
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Individual Study, Activities

1. Select a vocs onal topic or content area that is:not 0

being taught p sently in your school or institution. The-

topic, ,however, hould be one that 'migkt, conceivably be

the subject qfra ourse in your setting`. After you have,,
selected a topic, complete the following activities.

. .

, (a) List the qualifications an instructor should have in
each of the following categorieaTh. he or she were to

A.

teach spur course.

ReLevant work experience

Number of years of work experience

Minimum education attained

Major area of study

Teaching experience (number of years,grade level,

\ and subject)

Spe 'al licenses and certification

Personality characteristics or attributes

"(b). List the most important steps you would 'follow to
aavertise for, recfuit, and select an instructor.

2. (a) Should needed facilities be specified before or after
course objectives are written?

(b) What is the definition of "work station"?

(c) What factors determine the number of tools, instru-
ments, or utensils needed for a course or program?

(d) What is the difference-between "instructional aup-,.
plies!' and "instructional equipment "?

(e) What are some of the advantages and disadvantages of
mobile laboratories?

3. (a) List the state guidelines and restriction that apply

to purchasing supplies in your school dtWict. For

instance:

What is the maximum amount you caji spend on an
itez without requesting bids?

I
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How many bids must be ieqUeset4 before a\purc
. .

is made?

Must you purchase equipment from t e lowest biddet?,

Under what ciycumstances can'telephone bids be

used?

(b) List the steps that should be completed po purchase
equipment. A

4, What are th ree advantages of maintaining an up-to-date
inventory of all materials and equipment?

5. Complete the followin activities, using the topic you

selected in Activity

(a) Explain why the' ollowing typei of teaching schedules

could or could of be used for your particular topic: ,

team teachi individualized instruction; and modular

scheduling.

(b) Briefly desclibe the type of management system you
would use to manage your course. Then, describe how

you would plan a schedule of classes,and teachers.

6. Complete the following activities by referring to the
course or program you selected for Activity 1.

(a) Obtain the budget forms used by your school or dis-
tiiet. If they do not have a form,,or if you are
allowed to doso, develop your own.

(bJ If possible, interview students to determine interest
in the course; also interview teachers And administra-
to s to determine student fees, state apportionment,
a d other, relevant budgeting information.

),.Calculate the expected revenue and the expected expen-

ditures. Then determine the difference between them
in order to gettfie net cost or gain.

(d) Submit your budget plan-to your instructor lOr review.

Be ready to support your figures and to justify why

J the course should be given.

7. Read Chapter 5 in Lamar, C. F. Comprehensive planning for
vocational education (Eighth Yearbook of the American

Vocational Association). Washington, D.C.: American

Vocational Association, 1978. It provides a good descrip-

tion of the resources needed to support planning functions

lro
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in vocational education,. To summarize your reading,
Answer the following questidns:

(a) What are the four generAl categories of resources
needed to support the planning function?

(b) What are three general approaches for securing these
resour 9

Discussion Questions)

1. Discuss the folli;wing problem: "Should I plan a program
that is limited to the equipment and instructional sup-
plies now available to me?"

,2. Discuss the following problem: " "How do I cope with an

instructional program for which it is gnly possible to get
the needed equipment a little at a time?"

Group Activity

1. In groups of about five students, briefly describe a shop,
home economics, medical care, or other vocational course
that requires special facilities. Each group should
describe how it would design such facilities--the type of
equipment it would use, how it would be arranged, and what
special, individudlized features would be included.

29.
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GOAL 2: Summarize the characteristics, advantages, and disad-
vantages of major planning and management' techniques
for use in vocational educAtion.

Planning and Management Techniques'

When planning and evalLiating curriculum, the vocational
education curriculum specialist will want to rely on one or

m re.setie-ptanninvend-management-Aechniques described in

s section. These techniques can help the curriculum spe-
iflist communicate to administrators and to the general public

the costs and benefits of curriculum changes.

Planning Techniques and Systems Analysis

All planning techniques are based on the concepts of sys-

tems analysis. The salient features of systems analysis are:

clear delineation of long- and short-range objectives
capable of being translated into operationally mean-
ingful activities and subsequent evaluation; -

recognition of the dynamic nature of goals and ability
to sense when new ones have emerged or when a reorder-

ing of priorities among existing objectives is impera-

tive;

utilization of quantitatively oriented tools and pro-
cedures in analysis of systems; and

high priority given to planning and programming
activities by top echelon administrators.

4

Systems antlysis.is a useful tool when planners know the
specific outcomes they want to achieve but are not sure what
resources, people, and events should be used. It is also

useful when determining the costs of activities or programs,
although it is not a cost-reporting system p r se. Described

below and in the outside readings are several management tech-
niques based on systemsvenalysis.
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Management by objectives. Management by objectives (MBO)
is a process oriented toward the accomplishment of a predeter-
mined objective at, some point in the future. The emphasis is
on whefe the organization is going, what is to be accomplished,
what are alternative ways of ichievingt a predetermined objec-
tive, what resources and,activities are:to be generated in the
environment-in which-amomprtOMIEfir-n-to occur, and how well
the actual performance conforms to the desired level of 7
performance.

Management by objectives is used extensVely by business.
often referred to as management by results or goal man-

- age ent.: One characteristic of MBO is that it encodrages the
integration of many different levels ofindividuals. They all -

cooperate to achieve an objective agreed on by the organization:

MBO is a particularly good method if motivation is a
problem. Participants, once they have agreed on the value of
the objective, are usually enthusiastic in helping to achieve
the objective.

PERT. The Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT)
is a diagrammatic planning technique for scheduling complex and
numerous events in a way that shows interrelationships and
dependencies., PERT attempts to help planners reduce the lag
between estimated project completion_ time and actual completion
time. It is used primarily for project management functions:
.planning, scheduling, controlling, and evaluating events and
activities.

The purpose of a PERT system is to evaluate the progress
made in the attainment of project goals; to focus attention on
potential and actual problems in_grojects; to provide managt-
ment with frequent and accurate status reports; to predict the
likelihood of reaching project objectives; and to determine the
shortest time in which a project could be completed.

The diagram on the following page is an example of a PERT
chart for completing the basic construction of a two-story
building. The circles represent completed events. The lines
represent activities, with time for their completion specified.
-Connecting lines represent interdependencies.
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AN EXAMPLE OF A PERT FLOWCHART OR NETWORK*

(A)
Job

copse. I..
6 drs

(C)

Sscondfloof
columns

1 e day

"N. E

:7 Q e
0

y' Ffl 2 6+

18
(G)

slab. A

Eacval and
beckf III, II

a

(t)
Roof column
and frame

(0)
oat floor

*cos, atio al
suspension
18 day;)

*from Marks, M. E., Taylor, H. L., Schoen, G. W40 &,Susbauer, J, $. CPM/PERT: A

diagrammatic scheduling procedure. Austin, TeXes: The University of Texas at

Austin, Bureau of Business Research, 1966."
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PPBS*. Planning, Programming, Budgeting Systems (PPBS)
commanded a lot of attention when it first appeared. Unfortun-
ately, the, PPBS concept was quickly distorted bg* claims and

misinformation. As a consequence, many people couldn't decide
what PPBS is and what it is supposed to do.

, History of PPBS. The PPBS concept was developed fbr

government agencies by the RAND Corporation in the 1950s. PPBS

processes into a systemati(,whole.

4/
The first application of this system was the reorganiza-

tion of the Department of Defense under Robert McNamara in 1961.
This application was so successful -that by 1965, President
Johnson directed all major federal departments and agencies to
implement a PPB system.

Since then, PPBS has been used by state and local govern-
ments in man areas, including the administration and manage-
ment of such Oblic services as ,libraries 4nd educational
institutions.

Schools and PPBS. In the past, the management of public 4P

school districts has been divided: the business office has
been responsible for accounting and analysis; the instructional
division has been responsible for developing objectives and
curriculum; and the school board has been responsible for over-
all diAtict policies. For'general operating purposes, these

divisions are quite useful. But in budgeting and planning,
these divisions have too frequently worked at cross-purposes,
or 'in ignorance of each other, resulting in a great lack of
efficiency.

The function of PPBS is to tie these separate elements and
their activities into a comprehensive management system for the
purposes otz: *P.

planning and organizing school curriculum and suppor-
tive activities most effectively;

evaluating school activities in -tuns of student

achievement; and

systematically budgeting for each activity, at least

partly lot the basis of objectives, cost, and effec-
tiveness.

I

* This section is adapted from Management Systems for Vocational

and Technical Education. Columbus; Ohio: ERIC Clearinghouse

on Vocational and Technical Education, 1971.
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d Key feature of PPBS.' key feature of a PPB system is
its emphasis on the o.gantzstio of all school activities into
programs. A.prograaf is a c to ory consisting of either a major
area of study, such as mathem ics or home economics,- or a part
of theeducatiOnal support system, such as 'transportation or
food services.

When resources a're allocated directly to programs, the
11 . 11 11

sae

rfp

ine.d_insi..x.glitggt 0
the prograVs purpose and importance. By establishing appro-

lq--

priate pelaormance criteria, the program can also be-evaluated
and revised if necessary.

To summarize, PPBS provides the structure necessary for
identifying where money is being spent, and, conversely, for

/revealing the cost of reaching program objectives and goals.
- Furthermore, with its emphasis on program analysis and evalua-

tion, it provides a sound basis for decisions regardidg curri-
culum revisions.

How PPBS works. Naturally, PPBS does not operate by
itself. Aneoperational PPBS needs the cooperation and invol e-
ment of the entire school and district staff. First, teachers
and administrators specify learning objectives and plan new pro-
grams, using evaluation data from past programs. Administrators
organipall program information into a useful district-wide
structure, and project the costs of every program and propOsal.
The school or district management team formulates a plan eilcom- ,

passing all district programs that can be implemented through
the budget; the plan is based in part on the analysis of pro-
gram objectives,'costs, and ef4ectiveness.

PPBS documents. A PPB dystem requires that informati
be organized into several convenient documents. The number a d
scope of these.docuthents can vary somewhat depending on the
particular needs of the school system. Generally, however,
there are four major documents:

(1) Program Structure--The first document is called the
program structure. The program structure organizes
all school programs into categories and levels basred
on program purpose and scope. For instance, instr6c-
tional programs, instructional support, pupil services,
general support, and community services are usu lly ..
the first-level divisions for all district prog ams.

e;Goals are developed for all of these categori s.

In the next level, instructional programs,, for example,
are usually divided into general education, special
education, vocational education, continuing education,
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and summer school. Appropriate goals are also devel-

oped for these categories.

Next, for example, general education is divided into
pr formal, elementary, secondary, and adult programs,
eaCh with its own set of goals.

Elementary, secondary, and adult programs are further
divided into curriculum department subjects such as
drama, English, and mechanical drawing. At this

level, objectives are specified for each department.

The final level d'ides each department into specific
classes or courses.

A complete program structure provides a framework for
reporting to tie state board and others information
about what district programs are supposed to accom-

plish. However, this information about the projected
accomplishmenteof all district activities would be
useless without some sort of evaluation criteria.

This is the purpose of the second document.

- (2) Program Report--The program reporotprovides feedback -

to school and district management on the successes and
failures of each program. Each report covers an
entire ongoing program, and includes:

the criteria and methods used to evaluate the
program;

anylvariations bet4en estimated and $1rctual stu-

dent performancp4,

general and specific progress of the program; and

problem areas Ad any other pertinent material
that may eventually, be used to assess the achieve-i
ment of educational and fiscal objectives.

Usually, distri;?s implementirig PPBS appoint an indi-

vidual to collect and analyze evaluation data at
planned, periodic intervals, dhd to pordinate all
district evaluation activities.

(3) Program Description- -The third docuMent PPBS uses is

called the program description,. This summation ita
major analysis of each program. It lists program

choices or options and their implications.
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Basically, a program description is a comprehensive
,statement of program content. It describes:

the activities to be performed;

the time period in which they are to be accom-

plished;

the resources assigned;

the objectives the program is designed to achieve;

the resources assigned;

the schedule of activities to be performed;

the criteria that will be used to measure the
students` achievement of the objectives; and

the responsibilities assigned to the teacher or

department head.

The fourth and final document is
district - staff.

ared by central

(4) Multi-Year Program and Financial Plan--The multi-year
program and financial plan (MPFP) is a summary of the

budgeting and planning froth all other PPBS docUents.

It includes:

all major program decisions and their implications

for future planning;

program objectives and evaluation criteria; and
S

estimated funding requirements for each program
for the first year and four subsequent years.

The MPI4has several purposes:

It summarizes program decisions and allows an
overall examination of program costs and benefits.

After approval and possible revision by district
board members, the MPFP becomes the basis for

program impleMentation.

It shows where the various school programs are
going, and how they are going to get there.
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3 It serves as the basis for future bud get docu-

ments, because it permits compaiisons between the,
cost and the effectiveness of A given program.

It is an excellent vehicle foiinforming the com-
munity and state legislatur of the uses of tax
money, and what is to be'aciomplished with that

Obviously, a PPB system cannot answer every question one

may ask. PPBS-!is an information-gathering device thaethe
administrator Uses for more effective decisioh making. PPBS
does not make decisions; it4does, however, 5provide facts, com-
'parisons, etc., upon which to make decisions. It does not

address itself-to the problems of work efficiency, persolnel
selection, or administrative procedures.

There are many advantages to the PPB system:

PPBS encourages choices supported by facts.

Implicit in the system is a continuous review and
analysis of all school programs and activities.

The system makes long-range program and cost planning

routine.

It makes more and better information available.

It can significantly aid in determiling priorities for

scarce resources.

It can link program evaluation to(future planning.

PPBS promotes community-school relations by effec-
tively informing the public of program decisions,
accomplishments, and priorities.

40
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Individual Study Activity

1. Read Chapter 9, "A'Survey of Planning-Techniques," in
LaMar, C. F. (Ed.). Comprehensive planninj for vocational ,
education (Eighth Yearbook of the American Vocational

Associatidn). Washington, D.C.: American Vocational
Association, 1978. It describes a number of planning

techniques. From your reading in the moduli and the text,
answer the following questions as they relate to Manage

t

meet by objectives, P , t e e p

advocate team process, and Zero-Based Budgeting.
i ec nique,

What are the characteristics of this technique?

When should this technique be used?

What isAa possible application of this technique in
vocational education?

Discussion Questions
ti

'1. Discuss your experiences with each of the planning tech-

niques cited above. Was the, technique utilized success-

fully? Ifnot, what were the problems involved in its

use? Would you recommend the technique for use by others?

2. Should the community be involved in the PPBS process? At

what point?

3. What problems do yOu see in the PPB system?

4. What advarklges do you see in the PPB system?

41
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GOAL 3: .Explain the relationship between planning and accoun-
tability in vocational education.

Accountability can be defined as a plan or procedure
whereby the effectiveness of instruction is determined, and
appropriate personnel held responsible. Landers defined

accountability as follows:

110

First, it [accountability] directs public
attention to the results of the educational process
rather than to its components. Second, it attempts
to fix responsibility fdr these results. Third, it

addresses itself to the consequences of no results
or poor results.

None of these ideas is ent4rely new. Thus

parents and [others in the] community, as well as
educators have always been greatly concerned with
the results of education; but the focus of atten-
tion--and of praise or blame- -was generally [placed
on] the child rather than the-institution or its
individual pracitioners... /

There are many interpretations of the concept of educe-

tional accountability. However, underlying them all is the
assumption that responsibility for students' success or failure

rests with the administrators and teachers. It is also gener-

ally agreed that an accountability system must prdfride proce-

dures for:

determining student learning needs;

determining the effectiveness of the educational
process in meeting these needs (How well do we meet

these needs ?); and
=IP

'determining the efficiency of the educational process
in meeting these'needs (Can we spend less money or

time?) (Good, 1973).
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Implementing an Accountability System

The essential components of an accountability system include
learning goals and instructional objectives; criterion-referenced
tests, a Monitoring system to gather data on students, and accur-

ate cost data. If you've studied other modules in this series,
many of the components of an accountability system will already
be familiar to you. Seven steps for setting up an accountability
system are'described briefly bejow:

(
Identify program goals. The general goal of a system of

vocational education'may be to provide entry-level training in
a specific occupation through the use of individualized instruc-

tional methods. This is a broad goal--too broad for the class-
room. As such, it would apply to the program as a whole. The

identificationiof program goals is 'discussed in more detail in
the module in this series devoted tolvocational heeds assess-
ment and curriculum development.

r

Identkfy classroom and course level goals. The second step

X7(

is .to de flop more explicit goals at the classroom and course
liVels. nr instance, one course goal might be to provide
training for clerk-typists. If placement is part of the goal,
there must be a- 'reasonable expectation of jobopenings. Job

opportunities can be checked by conducting an employment survey
of the area. This isrwhere community cooperation'comes in.
Area or regional business associations should be helpful in
estimating and projecting employment needs. Information is
also available througe2Ooperating agencies such as state
employment departments.

Since job placement is affected by contingencies beyond the
school's control, it is not usually included in the school's
accountability system. Traditionally, however, it has been
included in the accountability system for vocational education.

Determine the skills, knowledge, and attitudes the course
should teach. This means analyzing the job as a series of tasks
to be performed and then determining the skills needed to per-
form those tasks (Elias & Reece,,1973). Uain, the business/
industry community should be involved in the decision-making
process. Only through close cooperation with the business/
industry community can the teacher and curriculum specialist
'decide which skills and knowledge, as well as attitudes, are
important and should be taught.

e
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Teachers and curriculum specialists who develop their
objectives independently should validate the objectives with
someone who currently perforrs or supervises the job. This is
one of the major Toles of the vocational curriculum specialist--
to act as a bridge between the business /industry community and
the classroom teacher. The determination of course content is
covered in depth in the module in this series devoted to con-
ducting-task analyses and developing intructional objectives.

Develop the criterion-referenced test. This test will be
used to measure the degree to which students have achieved the
course and program objectiVes. At least one test item for each

/ objective is preferable. For more information on this topic,
you may wish to refer to the module in this series devoted to
selecting instructional strategies and assessing student
achievement.

Develop the curriculum. The curriculum will help the stu-
dents achieve the objectives and ass the tests. Curriculum
development is ',described in detail in other modules in this

series.

-.,

DAlelop a monitoring system. The monitoring system Will
help teachers and administrators to keep track of student pro-
gress. This system should be da uncomplicated as possible. It

can, for example, be simply a list of test items that students
check off as each is passed. If the course has been'taught_
previously, a time chart comparing the progress of each current
student with the average progress of previous students might be
useful.

Maintain a record of expenses. This record should be up
to date and accurate so that interested parties can, at any
time, determine the cost of a given course. Because of the
compartmentaized nature of school. budgets, i.t is virtually
impossible to assign costs on an individual,class basis. How-
ever, the more cost details that can be provided, the easier it
is to estimate program costs.

Conduct an Evaluation

A
Evaluating the results of the teaching effort is, of

course, essential to fulfilling the ccIncept of accoun4bifity.
There are two *saes in such an evaluation. The first is the

w
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4E1

immediate
4

fvalgation, which is concerned with the following.

'questions:

Have students achieved the objectives?

Has the teaching process been as efficient as possible?

Did we teach the correct objectives? (Can students
use the skills and'knowledge we have taught in a
real-world situation?)

< ,

Have we increased student interestin the subject
taught?

These are the most important questions to ask when evaluating
teaching efforts. They are the points over which"teachers and
schools have direct influence 'arid responsibility (Kaufman,

1973).

The second phase iii evaluating teaching effffts follows
the first and is usually thought ofas a follow-up or exit
evaluation. This phaie is'concerned with the following

questions:

Is the course responding to labor market needs?

Can graduates Of the program be placed in jobs commen-
surate with their training and their expectations? '

Do graduates of the program feel the course was
relevadt?

What are the gduates' salaries when they begin work
and after six months or a year on the jobin compari-
son with gerieral education graduates?

Were students overtrained? If yes, what was the cost

Of that overtrainigu?

For more information On evalua 'tion, the reader may wishto
consult. the modules in this series devoted to valuating
instructional curricula, conducting follow-up ktudies, and com-_
municating and using evaluation results.

48
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Adtivie(ies

1. What is the concept of "accountability" in education?

2. What is the role of ire following personnel in the account-
ability process?. Try Co determine, the` role of the voca-
tional curriculum specialist in your particular situation.

the teacher,

.`the administration

the student

the vocational curriculum specialist

3. What dre the components of an accountability system?

4. Why are instructional objectives and criterion-referenced
tests essential for an accountability system? ..,

5. Read Chapter 1, " Overview of Comprehensive Planning,"
in Lamar, C. F. :A- .). Comprehensive planning for voca-
tional education (Eighth Yearbook of the American Voca-
tional Association). Washington, D.C.: American Voca-
tional Association,' 1978. It will give you a broad view
of planning at the various levels of vocational education.
The concepts you've been studying in this module are tar-

. geted at the local level, but these concepts are just as
applicable at state and national levels, as you'll see
from this reading. When you've completed the reading,
write a paragraph summarizing the importance of comprehen-
sive planning in vocational education.,

Discussion Questions

1. Accountability/often loses its appeal because of the test-
ing requirement. Why do you t:Wmk this is the case?

2. If a program is not effective in teaching a skill and does
not result in studepts achieving the objectives, but it
does increase student interest greatly, can it be jus-
tified?

Why has job placement traditionally been considered a cri-
terion for evaluating vocational programs when it is not
so considered by educators in general?

3.
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4. Assume that you have determined the cost of your program,
as has John Doe with a similar program in a neighboring
high school. Assume also that the costs for both programs

are equal. If a'follow-up studfof the graduates of both
14"4 programs shows that you placed twice as many graduates in

jobs, which program is most cost effective?

5. What criteria)OtheE th9$ those mentioned in the module
might be used to 4C/alate a program?

.6. In evaluating a vocational program, wiy is it important to
consider whether students were overtrained?

Group Activity

Accountability could lead to preoccupation with education-
al goals that are observable and measurable. The ability
to choose wisely, make critical judgments, and think inde-
pendently cannot always be measured but is no less impor-
tant than the ability to perform technical skills. To

assume responsibility for immeasurable learning entails a
certain amount of risk, but it also implies an open view
of education, whereas accountability, though safer, lends
itself to conformity and a mechanistic approach.

Two groups shoujd conduct a debate on the points

brought up by this statement. Each group should take a
few minutes to solidify its points of view and appoint a

spokesperson. This spokesperson will be responsible for

making the grokp's initial p entation. A'debate by the

two teams should folloW.
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Summary

y

In this module, you learned about the vital role of plan-

ning in vocational education;, planning is the first and primary

functions,of management. The Education Amendments of 1976 empha=

sized comprehensive planning to meet demands for the expansion

and improvement of programs and services in a time of decreasing

resources.,

Yo6 learned that a cur iculum specialist will need to

demonstrate efficient'Pse f resources; verify goals end objec-

tives'; identify target studen and consider school, course,

student, and community require is when planning for curricu-

lum change. Additionally, the curriculum specialist may be

called upon to help select instructors; provide facilities,

equipment, and supplies; schedule; and prepare a budget.

You were exposed to a variety of planning techniques. All

pf these techniques are based on sistems analysis: the separa-

tion of a system into its component subsystems in order to
eiamine their relationships to one another and to the system as

a whole. Finally, you learned :about'the concept of educational
accountability: _the demand of pbliticians, taxpayers, parents,

and trustees that,educational resources be effectively and

efficiently used. 4,

7
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*a,

GOAL 1

Study Activity Responses

1. a. The criteria you establish as required for your course
instructor depend entirely on\Fhe subject to be taught /
and the level--high school, junior c'llege, etc.--of
the course.

1/

b. To advertise for, recruit, and select an instructor,
you should have mentioned the following steps:

Develop an information sheet about the job and
instructor requirements.
Identify the location of the type of person you
are recruiting.

6 Send materials to prospective instructors.
Compile a list- of interested instructors.
Interview those who seem most qualified.
Have other staff members interview the best
candidates.
Together with other staff members, select the
candidate.

2. a. After course o ective's are wfitten, needed facilities
should be spe led.

b. r"Work station" is defined as the bench, machine, desk,
/ study carrel, or place where one student may work.

c. The factors that determine the number of tools needed
for a course are the number of work stations; the
degree to which certain tools, instruments, and other
items are used during an operation; and the mount of
expected student cooperation in the use of any one
tool.

d. Instructional supplies are expendable items. Instruc-
tional equipment includes tools and machineS that can
be used again and again; they-are not expendable.

e. Advantages.of mobile laboratories include the fol-
lowing:

They are initially less expensive than adding a
laboratory to a school.

The cost per student is lower when th program can
be shared with one or more districts.
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Expensive equipment is used to a greater degree
since the mobile unit sloves on to another school
when instruction is completed.

Disadvantages of mobile units include the following:

% They depreciate quite rapidly.

The tractor or power unit involves high ;ainten-
ance costs.

Delicate instructional mechanishis and equipment
may be damaged when transported over rough terrain.

The safety zones and work spaces around machines
are usually limited because of the narrow widths
of the mobile units.

3. a. State guidelines vary from state to state, so the
specific response to this activity depends on the
state in which your school district is located. If

you have questions, discuss them with the instructor.
1

b. The steps that should be completed inorder to pur-
chase equipment include:

assembling a course outline,

fi

prepari9g a list of necessary equipment and
materials (including instructional specifications),

caldulating total costs,

ranking requests according to priority,.

. identifying institutional policies for requesting
bids, and

pre arming purchase specificationsl.

4. AnUp-to-date inventory:

provides an accurate record of inventory;

identifies items that are missing or broken; and

can provide a basis for building an amortized schedule
for equipment replacement.
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5. a. Your response to this activity depends on the topic
you selected. Howevei, you might have mentioned the
following points:

Team teaching requires specialists who teach in their
field of greatest experience and expertise. If no
specialists are available, team teaching is not a
particularly useful management system:

Individualized instruction is not a reasonable system
if the learning tasks might endanger students or
equipment. Individualized instruction also requires
prepared materials for the students.

e'

Modular scheduling requires a number of individuals
who perform different functions. It requires close
supervision by the master teacher to ensure that all
fjnctions are being carried out. It also requires
flexibility in planning for the use of facilities and
instruct/ors. Unless most of the vocational education
courses are designed in the modular system, students,
instructors, and equipment will probably not be con
veniently scheduled using this system.

Your'4.esponse to this activity depends on the topic
you selected. You should have discussed one type of
management system such as individualized instruction,

have described how the scheduling of classes and
teachers depends on the type of management system to
be used in the classroom.

-6.ad. Your response to this activity depends on the course
or program you selected. If you have any questiona
regarding the budget forms you developed, discuss them
with your instructor.

7. a. money, personnel, information, and facilities

b. be aware of and take advantage of the many resources
that are available at the national, regional, state,
and local levels; submit a grant or proposal for
resources available do a competitive basis; create new
resources.
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Discussion Queption Responses

1. No. An inventive instructor or-curriculum specialist can
usually simulate differerit conditions or facilities to

provide additional learning experienceg. With only a few

c. supplies, an instructor or specialist, can demonstrate
projects and activities, rafher than having students COM7

plete them individually.

2. Sequence instructions and activities so that students'
learn to use present equipment in depth before moving on

to new equipment. If supplies are short, consider having
students pay for supplies. You may also try to locate
businesses or community members who can donate supplies

and equipment.

GQAL 2

1. Management by Objectives

Management by objectives (MBO) is a planning technique
that encourages the active c itment'and participa-
tion of personnel at all leve s of an organization.
Objectives are agreed on by all members of the organi-

.tenon, and each one is responsible for achieving his
or her part in the project.

This management system is particularly useful when

motivation is a problem.

The response to this question will vary with the

individual.

PERT

PERT is a diagrammatic scheduling technique that
demonstrates the interdependencies of events and

activities. It is particularly useful for scheduling

complex programs.

PERT is used to s94edule)events during the initial

stages of program development. It is also utied to

follothe progress of a program.since delays in one
activity can signal related delays in other parts of

the schedule.

Atrifik,

The response to this question will vary with the indi-

vidual. # .
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PPBS is a system that orga zes all school activitiet
by subject area programs. The purpose of PPBS.is to
relate costs to specific courses or?rograms.to show.
what eacfi program or tours& costs,

PPBS should be used when a detailed accounting of
expenses is required.

The response to this question will varm, with the indi-
vidual.

The Delphi Technique

The Delphi technique is a series of related procedures
for eliciting and refining the-opinions of a group of
people. It was developed as an intuitive methodology
for organizing and shaping forecasts of long7range
trends'and their probable effects.

. This chnique is useful for forecasting,and for gath-
,

ering a cons nsus of experts.

The response to this question will vary with the indi-
vidual. 2

Advocate Team Process

The advocate team process involves the selection of
several teams. These team are assigned a'topic on
which, they advocate a consensual position. The end
result is a number of strategies created for reaching
a predetermined set of objectives.

is technique should be used to generate alternatiVe

Pograms for achievi g a given set of objectives.

The respon to th s question will vary with.'the indi-
vidual.

Zero-Based Budgeting

o. Zero-Based Budgeting (ZBB) is a planning technique
that includes budgeting. It is comprehensive and
complex, although it appears simple. ZBB has three
basic steps:

(1) all organizational ac0-deties are described in
discrete "decision units" or "decision packages,"
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(2) these units or packages are evaluated and ranked

"by- priority, and--

(3) resources are allocated.accordingly. c.

.
This technique should be used for planning and budget-

.ing all organizational activities that are reviewed
annually under this system.

'41, The response to this question will vary with the indi-

vidual..

Discussion Question Responses

1. This discussion will vary with individual student experi-

ences.

2. Yes. The community can provide information regarding
interests and needs. Parents are very influential in
their children's choice of educational courses, so learn-
ing parental preferedces helps the schools provide rele-

vant objectives and courses. Also, local businesses'

descriptions of their labor needs can help the school

select relevant objectives.

3. PPBS req4ares a different budgeting system. School bud-

gets have traditionally been line item budgets (e.g.,

instruction, administration, equipment).. Under PPBS,

u 6e LIS be rogram; for instance, business edu-

.cation or secretarial practites. Many 'state accounti

systems are'not organized to accommodate PPBS.

4. Once PPBS is established, better information and cost data

are available.

GOAL 3

I. Accountability is a systematic procedure for determining
student learning needs, the effectiveness of the educe-

,tional process in meeting these needs, and the efficiency

of the educational process in meeting these needs.

2. A teacher is accountable to the administrators, who
expect certain activities and efforts in the class-

room, and to the sOudents and the parents, who also

expect qualified teaching behavior and efforts in the

classroom.
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The' administration is accountable to the community and
to the teachers to provide an environment in which
instruction can be conducted. The administration is
also responsible for maintaining the necessary records
and meeting all state requirements for fundig,
Safety, and upkeep.

The student is accountable for the degree to which he
or she takes advantage of the educational setting and
applies him- or herself to the learning process.

Your response to this question depends on the type of
accountability system implemented by the curriculum
specialist in your setting.

3. The essential components of an accountability system are

objectives,

criterion-referenced-tests,

a monitoring system to gather data on the success and'
failure of students, and

accurate cost data.

4. Instructional objectivea and criterion-referenced tests
are essential for\an accountability system because without
them no one knows the aim of education and perhaps even
worse, no one knpws when or if the educational process has
been successful.

5. Comprehensive planning in vocational education is necessary
if capital resources are to be utilized efficiently and
the natio ' human resources effectively developed. With
increasing mpetition for limited available resources to
meet critical public needs, it is important that vocational

,,,------ education coordinate and'cooperate with all public and
private education and job training programs and related
Agencies and groups in planning job training programs for
the mutual benefit of all.

Discussion Question Responses

1. If testing methls are not accurate, it is difficult to
determine who is responsible for the-4Uccess or failure of
students. 4lso, most tests do Abt accurately assess stu-
dent interests, emotional growth, and maturity--important
parts of the educationgl process.
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. Probably, if t II ' -$ ottoo great.

However, the objectives should be examined carefully to

see if they are appropriate for the class; and the,teach-

ing methods should definitely be revised so that they are

more effective.

3. Since vocational education programs are designed to fill

an employment need, they have traditionally considered

placement a part of their program. General education does

not teach students skills that are applicable to a spe-

cific job, so placement is not a part of their program.

4. The program that places more graduates is more cost-

effective, even though the initial costs were equal.

5. Other criteria might include time spent, training, an&

intrinsic value 'of content.

6. Instruction that trains students to perform skills they

will not have an opportuAity to use on the job wastes time

and money.
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GOAL 1

SelfCheck

1. What steps are typically involved in recruiting-and

selecting In instructor?

2. What steps are typically invol ed in purchasing equipment?

3. What are several alternative methods of scheduring classes

and teachers in vocational education?

4. What steps are typically involved in preparing an annual

budget for a specific course or program?

5. What types of resources are needed to support the planning

function?

GOAL 2

I

.

li The phrase mutual setting of goals by sUperordinates and

subordinates best depribes the activities associated with

which of the planning and management techniqubs listed

below? a ,

) ,

a. PERT.

b. ZBB

c. Delphi technique

d. MBO

e. PPBS

2. The phrase systemtically 4 splaying inputs, programs, and

outputs for rational.planni andand budgeting best describes

the activities associated with which of the planning and

management techniques listed below?

. a. ZBB

b. PPBS

c. MBO

d. PERT

advocate team process
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3.4.% The phrase allocating tesources
according to decision:

packages ranked .n order of priorit best de.scribes the

activities assoc ated with which of the planning and

' 'management h iques listed below

a. ZBB

4 A .
b. ,.PERT

c. MBO lior ,,

d. BPBS

e. Delp4 techniq

GOAL 3

1. What is the, meaning-of "Accountability" in education?

2. yhat is the role of the vocational curriculum specialist

in an accountability systetn?

.11

3. What are thae.psential components of an accountability
Co

ystem.
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. GOAL 1

tr

ow

Self-Check Responses

a. Develop an information sheet about the job and
instructor requirements.

b.' Identify the location of the type of persbn you are
recruiting.

c. Send materials to proppective instructors.

d. Compile a list of iitterested instructors.

e. Interiiiew 'those who seem most qualified.

f. Have other staff members interview the best candidates.

g. Together` with other staff members, select the can-
,didate.

2. a. Assemble course outline.

b. Review course and prepare -Iist.of necessary equipment
and materials (including instructional specifications).

c. Calculate total costs.

d. Rank reqUests according to priority.

e. Identify institutional policies for requesting bids.

f.. Prepare purchase specifications.

3. a. team teaching

b. individualized instruction

c. differentiated staffing

modular scheduling

4. a. Develop a form (or use the'one provided.by the insti-
tution) for calculating',and recording 'budget items.

b. Obtain worksheets to record details and calculate
Costs:

c. Calculate revenue.

1111
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5.

d. Calculate expenditures.

e. Determine the total for both revenue and expenditures,

and calculate the estimated net gain or loss for the

progpm,

a. money

b. personnel

c. information

d. facilities

GOAL 2

1. d

2. b

3. a

GOAL 3

Accountability is a systematic procedure for determining

Student learning needs, the effectiveness of the educa-

tional process in meeting these needs, and the efficiency

of the educational process in meeting these needs.

2. The vocational curriculum specialist i,s the.link between

the educational institution and business and industry. He

or she must ensure that learning objectives describe skills

as verified by business and industry representatives and

that graduates of vocational programs are prepared fot,the

job performance requirements of business and industry.

3. a. objectives

b. criterion-referenced tests,

c. monitoring data

P. cost data
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